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Abstract: Two four-dimensional TROSY triple resonance based experiments are presented for backbone
assignment of high molecular weight proteins and protein complexes. The experiments, 4D-HNCACO and
4D-HNCOCA, establish correlations of the form (13CR

(i,i-1),13C′(i,i-1),15N(i),HN(i)) and (13CR
(i-1),13C′(i-1),15N(i),HN(i)),

respectively. Both sequences use an implementation of TROSY that offers improved sensitivity relative to
previous sequences, critical for application to systems with correlation times on the order of 40-50 ns. The
utility of the experiments is demonstrated by an application to a 46 ns tumbling complex of the 370 residue
maltose binding protein andâ-cyclodextrin. Approximately 95% of the expected intra- and interresidue
correlations are observed in the HNCACO and HNCOCA, respectively, with average signal-to-noise values
of approximately 35/1. The methodology promises to be particularly powerful for applications to high molecular
weight complexes comprised of a labeled fragment and unlabeled components or proteins with segmental
labeling.

Introduction

The use of deuteration in concert with15N, 13C labeling of
proteins has greatly extended the size limitations that are
imposed on NMR studies of fully protonated molecules.1

Assignment of backbone chemical shifts of proteins with
correlation times on the order of 15-20 ns is now possible in
many cases,2-4 and solution structures of proteins and protein
complexes in the 30 kDa molecular weight regime have been
published.5,6 Recently, Pervushin and co-workers have described
a class of experiments which exploit the relaxation interference
between1H-15N dipolar and15N chemical shift anisotropy
interactions that offer significant improvements in resolution
and sensitivity in 1H-15N correlation experiments.7 When
combined with2H-based triple-resonance schemes, these so-
called TROSY experiments promise to increase the range of
molecules amenable to study by NMR still further.8,9

Assignment of backbone NMR resonances of15N, 13C-labeled
proteins is based on a strategy in which chemical shifts from
one residue are linked to those of sequential residues using a
series of experiments which correlate1H, 15N, and13C chemical

shifts.10 In the case of highly deuterated proteins, a family of
HNC-type experiments has been developed which exploit the
increased relaxation times of carbon spins bound to deu-
terons.2,3,11-15 Frequently,13C chemical shifts are recorded in
constant-time mode for a period of 1/JCC, whereJCC is the one-
bond13C-13C aliphatic coupling constant.16,17The high resolu-
tion available in such spectra is absolutely critical in the case
of large proteins, where resonance overlap can be severely
limiting. In our laboratory these experiments have been suc-
cessfully applied to the assignment of13CR, 13Câ, 15N, and HN
shifts of two protein systems that tumble in solution with
correlation times of approximately 20 ns, including a 64 kDa
complex of Trp-repressor and target DNA3 and the 370 residue
maltose binding protein (MBP) in complex with a hepta-
saccharide,â-cyclodextrin.18 Studies of significantly higher
molecular weight molecules, however, are likely to be hampered
by lack of sensitivity and resolution. With this in mind we have
developed a pair of TROSY-based 4D triple-resonance experi-
ments which can be used for the study of larger proteins and
protein complexes. An application to an15N, 13C, 2H, [Leu, Val,
Ile (δ1 only)]-methyl-protonated sample of MBP/â-cyclodextrin
at 5 °C with a correlation time of 46( 2 ns establishes the
utility of the approach for high molecular weight systems.
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Materials and Methods

All spectra were recorded on a 1.4 mM sample of15N, 13C, 2H, [Leu,
Val, Ile (δ1 only)]-methyl-protonated MBP/â-cyclodextrin, 20 mM
sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), 3 mM NaN3, 100 mM EDTA, 0.1
mg/mL Pefabloc, 1µg/µL pepstatin, 10% D2O, prepared as described
previously.18 Experiments were recorded on a Varian Inova 600 MHz
spectrometer. A separate rf channel was used for each of the1H, 15N,
13C, and2H pulses. The2H lock receiver was disabled during application
of either2H pulses/decoupling or pulsed field gradients. The HNCACO
data set was acquired as a complex matrix consisting of (23,14,36,576)
complex data points, corresponding to acquisition times of (8.15 ms,
8.6 ms, 21.9 ms, 64 ms) in the (13CR,13C′,15N,HN) dimensions. A
relaxation delay of 1.4 s was employed along with 4 scans/FID, giving
rise to a net acquisition time of 7 days. Data processing was performed
with NMRPipe/NMRDraw19 software and spectra analyzed with
NMRView.20 Briefly, mirror image linear prediction21 was employed
to double the13CR and15N time domains, with forward-backward linear
prediction22 used to double the13C′ dimension. Linear prediction in a
given dimension was performed only after all three other dimensions
were transformed, as described by Kay et al.23 Cosine-bell window
functions were employed in each oft1 andt3, a cosine-squared window
was used int2, and thet4 dimension was apodized with a sinebell-
squared window shifted by 80°. After linear prediction and zero-filling,
the final data set, which included only the region where correlations
were present, was comprised of (128,64,128,256) real points. The
HNCOCA data set consisted of (14,21,34,576) complex data points,
with acquisition times of (8.6 ms, 7.4 ms, 20.6 ms, 64 ms) in the
(13C′,13CR,15N,HN) dimensions and a total experimental time of 6 days
(1.4 s repetition delay, 4 scans/FID). Mirror image linear prediction
was employed to double the13C′ and15N time domains while the13CR

dimension was extended 2-fold by forward-backward linear prediction.
The window functions employed were as described for the HNCACO.
The final data set consisted of (64,128,128,256) real points. The
NMRPipe scripts used for processing and the pulse sequence codes
are available on request.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 illustrates the two 4D triple-resonance experiments
that we have applied with success to the study of MBP at 5°C.
The pulse sequences are derived from 3D HN(CO)CA and
HN(CA)CO schemes that have been described in the literature
previously,24,25and only a brief summary of the sequences will
be provided here. The magnetization transfer steps in each of
the experiments can be summarized by the following pathways
for the 4D HNCOCA and HNCACO, respectively,

Of particular importance is that the TROSY principle7 is
employed in both15N and HN dimensions. In this approach,
only one of the two possible15N components, corresponding

to slowly relaxing15N transverse magnetization coupled to the
â proton spin state, is preserved. By ensuring that15N
components associated withR andâ states are not interchanged
during the pulse sequence and that the signal from the slowly
relaxing 15N component is transferred to the slowly relaxing
proton multiplet component for detection, significant sensitivity
gains can be achieved.7,26,27As described in detail previously,8

we prefer to implement TROSY using a pulse scheme that is
somewhat different from the sequence proposed by Pervushin,
Wüthrich, and co-workers.9,27 In the case of the methodology
presented by this group, selection of the slowly relaxing
multiplet component is achieved by using either a phase cycling
or gradient procedure. Of the two possible pathways, denoted
by NTR(1 ( 2HNZ) f HNTR(1 - 2NZ), where XTR and XZ

correspond to transverse and longitudinal X magnetization,
respectively, only the NTR(1 - 2HNZ) f HNTR(1 + 2NZ) path
is retained. This transfer of magnetization from15N to HN prior
to detection proceeds via the establishment of transverse and
double/zero quantum spin states that relax efficiently in large
molecules. In contrast, the scheme that we employ relies on a
slightly modified version of the enhanced sensitivity28 pulsed
field gradient sequence developed previously.29,30 In this ap-
proach both pathways NTR(1 ( 2HNZ) f HNTR(1 - 2NZ) are
preserved. For triple resonance applications involving large
molecules at high fields, the undesired pathway [NTR(1 + 2HNZ)
f HNTR(1 - 2NZ) ] is effectively suppressed by relaxation
during the pulse scheme, as described previously.8 Thus in both
implementations cross-peaks are observed at15N,HN coordinates
of ωN - πJNH, ωH + πJNH, JNH < 0. However, because signal
resides along theZ-axis for significant periods during the15N
f HN transfer in the case of the enhanced sensitivity pulsed
field gradient scheme, relaxation losses are minimized.8 In the
case of MBP at 5°C, where a correlation time of 46( 2 ns is
measured by15N spin relaxation,31 an average sensitivity gain
of 20% is noted in TROSY-based HNC triple-resonance spectra
using this scheme relative to methodology described by Per-
vushin et al.27

A second point of interest concerns the 4D HNCOCA
sequence. Unlike the 3D CT-HN(CO)CA experiment that we
published previously,2 the 13CR chemical shift is not recorded
in constant-time (CT) mode in the 4D experiment. The use of
a constant-time13CR acquisition period of≈1/JCC that we
employed in the case of the 3D experiment becomes particularly
costly in terms of sensitivity in the case of applications to
proteins with correlation times on the order of 40-50 ns. For
example,13CR free precessionT2 values (recorded with2H
decoupling) averaging 38( 10 ms have been measured via a
modified HN(COCA) sequence for 29 well-resolved residues
in the1H-15N spectrum of deuterated MBP at 25°C (correlation
time, τC, of 23 ( 0.8 ns). It is noteworthy that this value is
significantly lower than the average13CR T1F value, 85( 20
ms, measured for the same residues. The origin of this
discrepancy is not understood at the moment, although it is
interesting that substantial differences in13CR T2 andT1F values
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Figure 1. Pulse schemes of the HNCOCA (a) and HNCACO (b) experiments. All narrow (wide) pulses are applied with flip angles of 90° (180°)
along thex-axis, unless indicated otherwise. The1H and15N carriers are positioned at 4.72 (water) and 119 ppm, respectively, and all proton pulses
are applied with a field of 32 kHz (with the exception of the shaped 90° water selective pulse which has the EBURP-1 profile32 (7.1 ms, 1.05 kHz)),
while all 15N pulses employ a 6.2 kHz field. Note that depending on the spectrometer brand the phase of the second1H 90° pulse may have to be
changed from-y to y to ensure that magnetization arising from both the15N and HN originating components adds constructively.26,27 The phase
listed is correct for Varian spectrometers. (a) The13C carrier is set to 176 ppm, switched to 55 ppm immediately prior to the13CR pulse of phase
φ3, and returned to 176 ppm after the following13CR pulse (phaseφ4). All 13C′ and 13CR 90° (180°) pulses are applied with a field strength of
∆/x15 (∆/x3), where∆ is the separation in Hz between the centers of the13CR and13C′ spectra.35 Note that13C′ 180o pulses in both sequences
a and b can be applied as shaped pulses, having for example the seduce-1 profile.36 The vertical arrow at the end of the secondτd delay indicates
the position of application of the13CR Bloch-Siegert compensation pulse16 (note that the13CR pulse in the center of the 2×τd period is applied prior
to the13C′ pulse). The delays used are:τa ) 2.2 ms;τb ) 12.0 ms;τc ) 4.25 ms;τd ) 4.0 ms; TC) 4.3 ms,δ ) 0.25 ms; TN) 12.0 ms. The
phase cycling employed is:φ1 ) x; φ2 ) x, y, -x, -y; φ3 ) x; φ4 ) 2(x), 2(-x); φ5 ) y; φ6 ) 2(x), 2(-x); φ7 ) x; rec) x, 2(-x), x. Quadrature
detection in F1 and F2 is achieved by States-TPPI37 of φ1 andφ3, respectively, while quadrature in F3 employs the enhanced sensitivity pulsed field
gradient method,29,30 where for each value oft3 separate data sets are recorded for (g7,φ7) and (-g7, φ7+180°). For each successivet3 valueφ5
and the phase of the receiver are incremented by 180°. The duration and strengths of the gradients are: g1) (0.4 ms, 5 G/cm); g2) (1 ms, 10
G/cm); g3) (0.7 ms, 10 G/cm); g4) (0.6 ms,-15 G/cm); g5) (0.5 ms, 12 G/cm); g6) (0.5 ms, 15 G/cm); g7) (1.25 ms,-30 G/cm); g8)
(0.4 ms, 3.1 G/cm); g9) (0.4 ms, 5.35 G/cm); g10) (62.5 µs, 28.75 G/cm). (b). The13C carrier is set to 55 ppm, jumped to 176 ppm prior to
the 13C′ 90° pulse of phaseφ3, and returned to 55 ppm after the subsequent13C′ 90° pulse. All 13C′ and13CR 90° pulses are applied with a field
strength of∆/x15 while the filled rectangular 180° pulses use a field of∆/x3. The shaped13CR refocusing pulses have the REBURP profile32 and
are of duration (1000/y) ms, wherey is the spectrometer field (in MHz). For the present application at 600 MHz, 1.6 ms pulses were employed (3.8
kHz peak rf). The “shaded” pulses (indicated as simultaneous13CR/13C′ pulses in the diagram) were applied as single composite (nonselective) 180°
pulses (90x180y90x) centered at 55 ppm with a field strength of 20.8 kHz (600 MHz). Simulations using the Bloch equations establish that a
composite 180° pulse of field strength 20.8 kHz× (y/600), wherey is the spectrometer frequency in MHz, refocuses over the13CR bandwidth and
inverts the13C′ spins (g97%). Current generation 800 MHz spectrometer probes can deliver pulses at the≈28 kHz field strength necessary for the
proper inversion of13C′ spins; in cases where the field strength is insufficient the shaded pulses can be replaced by high-power (nonselective for
aliphatic) REBURP32 (350 µs 180°, 17.8 kHz) and selective13C′ pulse pairs. The vertical arrow indicates the position of the13C′ Bloch-Siegert
compensation pulse.16 The delays used are:τa ) 2.2 ms;τb ) 12 ms;τc ) 4 ms; TN) 12 ms;δ ) 0.25 ms;A ) (TC - t1)/4; B ) (TC + t1)/4;
C ) (TC - t1)/4; D ) (TC + t1)/4; TC ) 8.2 ms. The phase cycling employed is:φ1 ) x; φ2 ) x, y, -x, -y; φ3 ) 2(x), 2(-x); φ4 ) y; φ5 ) 2(x),
2(-x); φ6 ) x; rec) x, 2(-x), x. Quadrature detection in F1 and F2 are achieved by States-TPPI37 of φ1 andφ3, respectively, while for each value
of t3 separate data sets are recorded for (g9,φ6) and (-g9,φ6 + 180°). For each successivet3 valueφ4 and the phase of the receiver are incremented
by 180°. The duration and strengths of the gradients are: g1) (0.4 ms, 5 G/cm); g2) (0.8 ms, 15 G/cm); g3) (0.9 ms, 10 G/cm); g4) (0.1 ms,
15 G/cm); g5) (0.6 ms,-15 G/cm); g6) (0.5 ms, 12 G/cm); g7) (80 µs, 20 G/cm); g8) (0.4 ms, 15 G/cm); g9) (1.25 ms,-30 G/cm); g10
) (0.4 ms, 3.1 G/cm); g11) (0.4 ms, 5.35 G/cm); g12) (62.5µs, 28.75 G/cm). Decoupling is interrupted prior to the application of the gradients.38
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have also been measured for fully protonated ubiquitin. As-
suming that the free precessionT2 values will scale roughly
inversely withτC and noting that the sensitivity ratio of the non-
CT to the CT experiment is given to excellent approximation
as,

where AT is the total acquisition time in the13CR dimension in
the non-CT experiment (7.4 ms in the case of the 4D
HNCOCA), T is the duration of the CT period (typically≈ 28
ms), andT2 is the free precession transverse13CR relaxation
time (in the presence of2H decoupling),R ≈ 3 for MBP at 5
°C. Such a decrease in sensitivity is considerable especially in
lieu of losses during other delays in the pulse scheme. For
example, on doubling the correlation time from 23 to 46 ns,
results on MBP at 600 MHz indicate a decrease of a factor of
at least 4 in the intensity of correlations obtained in the TROSY-
HNCO8 (quantitated as peak heights), and calculations suggest
a similar loss at 800 MHz. Experiments that involve more
complex magnetization transfer schemes will experience ad-
ditional loses. The 4D experiments that are proposed here offer
both improved sensitivity and resolution relative to their CT
3D counterparts for applications to very large molecular
complexes (correlation times on the order of 40-50 ns).

A final point of note concerns the HNCACO experiment.
During the transfer of magnetization from13CR to 13C′ (and

back) evolution due to passive13CR-13Câ couplings attenuates
the signal. We have employed a scheme in which selective13CR

pulses are applied at the center of the transfer periods, resulting
in refocusing of evolution due toJCRCâ. These selective pulses
have the REBURP profile,32 are centered at 55 ppm, and have
a duration of (1000/y) ms, wherey is the spectrometer field
strength in MHz. For the majority of residues, the13CR-13Câ

couplings are refocused with this approach and sensitivity losses
are therefore minimized. A number of residues, however, such
as Gly, Val, and Pro may have13CR shifts outside the window
of refocusing (63.3 to 46.7 ppm), while the13Câ spins of many
Ser residues may be affected by the pulse. Sensitivity losses
for these residue are likely, and we have therefore recorded a
3D HNCA experiment (non-CT) to supplement correlations
from the HNCACO data set. It is noteworthy that alternative
schemes such as13Câ decoupling with adiabatic pulse trains
may also be employed to minimize evolution due to13CR-13Câ

couplings,33 but we have not attempted this here.
Figure 2 illustrates the quality of the data obtained for a 1.4

mM sample of15N, 13C, 2H, [Leu, Val, Ile (δ1 only)]-methyl-
protonated MBP/â-cyclodextrin at 5°C, 600 MHz. Analysis of
the two 4D data sets is straightforward, as illustrated in the
figure. Starting from slice A, the13CR, 13C′ coordinates of the
peak denoted by Ala168 in the HNCACO are used to obtain
the 15N,1HN coordinates of the successive residue from the
HNCOCA. The15N,1HN shifts of Phe169 are subsequently used
to measure the intraresidue13CR,13C′ shifts from the HNCACO,
and the process is continued for the succeeding residues. The

(32) Geen, H.; Freeman, R.J. Magn. Reson.1991, 93, 93-141.
(33) Matsuo, H.; Kupce, E.; Li, H.; Wagner, G.J. Magn. Reson.1996,

113, 91-96.

Figure 2. Representative13CR-13C′ and 15N-1HN planes from the
4D HNCACO and 4D HNCOCA data sets of a 1.4 mM15N, 13C, 2H,
[Leu, Val, Ile (δ1 only)]-methyl-protonated MBP/â-cyclodextrin com-
plex at 5°C (τC ) 46 ( 2 ns) illustrating the assignment strategy used.
Two of the four chemical shifts associated with each peak are indicated
on each plane. Note that in the HNCACO both inter- and intraresidue
correlations can be observed. Cross-peaks are labeled on the basis of
the 13CR,13C′ or 15N, HN chemical shifts in 4D HNCACO and 4D
HNCOCA spectra, respectively.

R ) 1/(AT) ∫AT
cos(πJCCt) exp(-t/T2) dt2/exp(-T/T2) (2)

Figure 3. Distributions of peak signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios for the
4D HNCOCA (a) and 4D HNCACO (b, intraresidue; c, interresidue)
experiments recorded on MBP at 5°C (600 MHz).
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approach is illustrated for residues Ala168-Glu172. Difficulty
in assignment arises if two or more residues in the protein have
degenerate (15N,1HN) or (13CR,13C′) spin pairs. In these cases
all potential assignments must be retained until some point in
the assignment process where it becomes possible to distinguish
between the choices. Unfortunately, this is difficult to do with
the present set of experiments since only a few residues have
distinctive13CR chemical shifts. Therefore, additional informa-
tion will very likely be required to obtain compete assignments
of large proteins. However, the fact that over 93% and 96% of
the expected intraresidue HNCACO and interresidue HNCOCA
correlations were observed in the present study, respectively
(44% of the expected interresidue peaks from the HNCACO
were noted as well), suggests that it may be possible to assign
large complexes where one component of less than approxi-
mately 200 residues is labeled while the other component(s) is
(are) not. This is especially the case if assignments of the labeled
molecule in the uncomplexed state are also available. For
example, starting from the assignments available for MBP at
37 °C,18 we were able to obtain assignments at a similar
completeness level for the molecule at 5°C using the two 4D
experiments described above as well as a non-CT HNCA.

Figure 3 shows histograms of the percent occurrence of cross-
peaks vs signal-to-noise (S/N) for the 4D HNCOCA (a) and
intra- (b) and interresidue (c) correlations observed in the 4D
HNCACO. The S/N is really quite remarkable for a protein
tumbling with a correlation time of 46 ns.

In summary, we have described two 4D TROSY-based triple-
resonance experiments for protein backbone assignment. The
TROSY scheme has been implemented by using the enhanced
sensitivity pulsed field gradient approach8 which, for applica-
tions involving molecules with large correlations times, results
in substantial sensitivity improvements. The high sensitivity of

the data obtained for MBP at 5°C suggests that these
experiments will be particularly valuable for studying a labeled
component as part of a high molecular weight complex or for
investigating a defined region of a large protein by using the
intein labeling strategy recently proposed by Yamazaki and co-
workers.34
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